
 
Creative Uses for Captives in a Hard Market 

In this article RISCS discuss how captives can be used creatively to mitigate the impacts of a hard 

market.  

At RISCS, we firmly believe that this current market is another great opportunity for captives to 

demonstrate their lasting value to their parents and to the global insurance industry as a whole. The 

global insurance and reinsurance market is suffering from the impact of Covid19 claims, which are 

likely to cost the market circa USD100bn in insured losses. At the same time, it is also being negatively 

impacted by the fall in equities and interest rates plus the economic downturn which will result in 

businesses reducing their insurance purchases as a result of client insolvency, reduced inventory values, 

reduced turnover and so on. Some market commentators are suggesting that the total insurance and 

economic loss to the global insurance and reinsurance market will be circa USD203bn. In this 

environment is it not surprising that markets are recalibrating their risk tolerance appetite and their 

pricing outlook. Captives and their parents should see this as an opportunity to do the same. 

The headwinds in the market were clear this time last year. In a survey that we undertook in June 

2019, 90% of our respondents at that time (underwriters, brokers and risk managers) concluded that 

rates would increase for businesses that had enjoyed a loss free record; 60% expected to see 

deductibles increase or come under severe pressure. 

 

Those who see increases in:→  Rates Retentions 

Global business, loss free 90% 60% 

Global business, loss impacted 100% 82% 
Source: RISCS market survey June 2019 

Today these headwinds have become reality as we see the pressures brought by the “Four Horsemen 

of the Hardening Market” looming large across all businesses, all geographies, and all classes of 

insurance. 

The pressure is being felt in terms of 

• Reducing capacity 

• Increased premiums 

• Increased corporate retentions 

• Restricted wordings 

 

  



 
Protection for traditionally insurable risks 

We have believed for a long time that captives offer their parents the most flexible solution to manage 

the impacts of a changing market. At this stage of the market cycle, we recommend that corporates 

make their captives work harder by using the captive to: 

• Mitigate market-imposed rate increases through higher per loss deductibles 

• Fill gaps in capacity shortages be they as a result of uneconomically available capacity, or simply 

insufficient capacity at any price 

• Reinstate coverage breadth that has been removed as a result of market dynamics 

• Increase the captive’s profit potential by including new covers for non-traditionally insurable 

risks 

• Purchase a portfolio aggregate stop loss programme to bring overall pricing stability and loss 

quantum certainty, including cover for non-traditionally insurable risk exposures where 

possible so that the captive becomes a true risk partner with, and a profit centre to, its parent. 

Case Study – using a captive to tackle the key challenges brought by the “Four Horsemen of the 

Hardening Market”. 

We were asked to advise a company who found themselves struggling with their 2020 renewal as a 

result of the brutal changes seen in the traditional insurance market for their particular industry sector. 

The insured had experienced a good historical loss record with no claims exceeding their retention 

over the last 10 years. The frequency and severity of claims within their corporate retention had been 

as expected year-on-year for much of the previous 5 years. They were of course unimpressed when 

the lead renewal terms were presented to them: 

• 35% premium increase for 2020 renewal 

• 20% increased self-insured retention 

• Market could not provide 100% capacity 

We worked with them to structure a deal whereby they could use their captive to push back against 

this (over) reaction from the market. 

Step one was to consider their overall risk appetite quantum as we believed that this had undoubtedly 

changed over the years since their retention level was last analysed. Our review concluded that the 

client could retain significantly more risk and at a better cost of capital than being offered by the 

renewal market. Having agreed the revised retention level with the parent we then set about set about 

calculating how best to use this increased retention capability in the most efficient way: 

1. We addressed the market requirement for an increased primary retention. Rather than 

settling at the 20% increase required by the market, the client chose to increase their retention 

by 20% and in addition write 100% of the primary $2,000,000 layer, thereby putting them in a 

position to negotiate a reduction to the 35% overall premium increase and to take the primary 

layer premium into the captive in full. 

2. We used the balance of the parent’s increased retention pot to plug capacity shortfalls in the 

first excess layer of the programme to ensure it was 100% placed.  

3. The captive also ensured that the cover it provided to its parent contained a Difference In 

Conditions provision allowing the captive to maintain the breadth of cover for its parent from 

which it previously benefited. 

So far, so good. However, the increased retentions, whilst affordable, would put strain on the captive’s 

balance sheet were there to be a deterioration of the expected loss record in the first year of account. 



 
The second and final step was to ensure that were an annus horribilis to occur in the early years of 

the new cell captive’s 

existence, a bespoke captive 

reinsurance structure would 

provide sufficient protection 

on an aggregate stop loss basis.  

This programme effectively 

caps the increased captive 

retention as the stop loss 

cover attaches once the 

aggregate losses paid by the 

captive in any of its layers of 

participation exceeds a 

predetermined $ amount. This 

covers the captive from both a 

deterioration in frequency and 

severity. 

The captive’s annual aggregate exposure in the above schematic is unaggregated, which the parent 

considered a step too far, so wanted to explore the possibility of buying this down via the aggregate 

stop loss market. The captive aggregate stop loss reinsurance programme was structured to provide 

capacity on a “second loss” basis whereby the captive would retain a net annual aggregate of 

$6,600,000 (i.e. a total first loss) after which the stop loss programme would provide an additional 

$13,200,000. As the probability of there being further losses in these layers was estimated at close to 

zero, the captive’s parent was prepared to run any further losses from their own balance sheet. 

The premium retained in-house in the captive programme reflects and rewards the client’s true loss 

experience and risk management performance.  

Protection for uninsurable risks  

In the above case study, our client used their captive as a tool to arbitrage the markets and to access 

the alternative captive reinsurance market to develop a stop loss programme to mitigate the impact 

of the hardening market. Whilst this is a highly effective and creative use of a captive, the broader 

strategic role that a captive can fulfil in an organisation has often been under-utilised. There are a 

number of more creative and strategic uses for which a captive can be employed that will heighten its 

overall financial benefit to a business by monetising those day-to-day risks that are inherent in an 

organisation but for which the traditional insurance markets are unable to provide sufficient, or even 

any, cover. 

Most captive owners will have a well-established Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) process which is 

an integral part of managing their business. This provides a guide to systematically identify, assess, 

treat, monitor and review risks with the aim of improving the captive’s ability to reduce the likelihood 

and/or impact of identified risks that may affect the achievement of business objectives.  

Our approach to risk mitigation is to design reinsurance solutions for these under/un-insured 

exposures thereby generating a new revenue stream to the captive. Some of the examples we have 

developed include contingent business interruption, loss of use / loss of attraction particularly in non-

damage scenario, commodity / trading risk and reputational risk.  

 

Primary $2,000,000 

100% underwritten by captive 

Self-Insured Retention $150,000 (up 

from $120,000 

1st excess $23,000,000 xs 

$2,000,000 

Insurance market 

2nd excess $50,000,000 xs $25,000,000 
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The future for captives  

The 6,500 captives that make up the global captive market wrote global premiums of circa $150bn in 

2018 and had assets under management of circa $256bn. Captives have always demonstrated that they 

have a key role to play in the world of traditional insurance, but especially in times of catastrophic loss 

and subsequent economic downturn. If we cast our minds back, whether it be to post Katrina, Rita, 

Wilma, 9/11 or even further back to the 1980s global liability insurance crisis, captives have repeatedly 

shown their resilience, stepping up to bring cover and pricing stability to their parents.  

2020 will prove yet again, and perhaps more convincingly than in any previous market crisis, that using 

a captive creatively will bring stability and certainty to corporate insureds in a hard market. Four 

Horsemen beware! 
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